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2 Languages Other Than English

S PA N I S H
Ch e c k p o i n t s A & B

▲ compose informal notes

▲ produce written narratives 

LOTE

1

The Album
HERE IS THE PROCESS 
I USED:

I established the grammar to be reviewed,
depending upon the level of students and then
gave students copies of the performance task
and the rubric.  It was at this point I showed
them samples of finished products to help set
the standard of expectation for their endeavor.
Once all questions were exhausted, I grouped
students heterogeneously in cooperative learn-
ing groups of 3-4 students each.

HOW THE STUDENTS
ATTACKED THE ASSIGNMENT:

Students sat in groups and began to develop
their fictitious families.  They asked numerous
questions along the way and planned the type
of pictures they planned to draw or find and
use.  Checkpoint B students work on culturally
appropriate Spanish-speaking families.

Deborah C. Decker

Honeoye Falls-Lima High School

83 East Street

Honeoye Falls, NY 14472

(716) 624-7000

Grades 8-10

Students assume responsibility for individual and
collaborative endeavors, engage in critical thinking,
and write short descriptions.  For Checkpoint A stu-
dents these descriptions would be confined to use of
the present tense and basic vocabulary.  For
Checkpoint B students they would use a ranges of
tenses and more sophisticated vocabulary, including
a wide variety of adjectives.

Students enjoy blending their
creative, artistic abilities
with their ability to write
specific information in a
second language.

Teacher

For both levels of students, there is
need for review of the conjugation of
irregular verbs (ser, tener, and gustar).
Checkpoint A students need to do basic
conjugating to recall the verbs in ques-
tion.

Julia: Muy bonita jóven baja le gusta el ali-
mento.
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David: Muy inteligente y contento El es alto y le
gustan los tractores; no le gustan los deporetes.
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Students at many levels find that the challenge of this lesson is the cooperative learning aspect,
especially working in heterogeneous groups.  They experience difficulties learning to work
effectively with one another and in determining the roles within their groups.  Acquiring these
skills is a lifetime benefit of studying a language other than English in this way.

☛Assessment



Understanding the Greek Term 

“Hubris”
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S PA N I S H
Ch e c k p o i n t s B & C

▲ compose informal notes

▲ employ range of tenses

▲ read materials for native
speakers

▲ comprehend native text 

▲ write multiparagraphs

▲ use culturally appropriate
vocabulary

▲ draw comparisons

▲ recognize cultural variations

LOTE

1

LOTE

2

The learning experience is an interdisci-
plinary writing and analysis of the con-
cept of hubris as it relates to a New

Mexican work, Dos Caras, by Sabine Ulibarri
and works students have studied in English
classes. Previous to this learning experience in
Spanish class, students had the experience of
learning about the Greek term, hubris, through
varied genres of literature, such as Sophocles’
play , Antigone, William Shakespeare’s, Julius
Caesar, Edgar Allen Poe’s tale, The Cask of
Amontillado, and Nathaniel Hawthorne’s alle-
gory, Rappacini’s Daughter.

Elaine Albero Moss  (Spanish)

Christine Stammer (English)

Spackenkill High School 

112 Spackenkill Road

Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

(914) 463-7810

E L A I N E 7 3 3 2 @ a o l . c o m

Grade 11

In the cooperative group projects of “Sequence
Snakes” the students relished and learned
more vocabulary usage and not just meaning.  

I monitored the groups closely
and gave them tasks that they
could not do alone.  They
needed each other to make a
successful “snake.”  The group
served a dual function:
students learned to work
together; students who were
struggling were still able to
provide useful, valid
contributions.

Teacher

Resources:
• Dos Caras, by Sabine Ulibarri 
• RappaciniÕs Daughter,  by Nathaniel
Hawthorne
• Any story and any theme from the tar-
get language which can be compared
with an English work in your school cur-
riculum.
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The teacher’s road 
to an interdisciplinary
lesson:
• Teacher introduced the story “Dos Caras”

through the idea of contrasts and per-
sonal examples.  She made a point of
exposing students to new vocabulary in
context, through the reading of the story.
This vocabulary was reinforced daily in
conversation.  

• After detailed review of the story’s plot
and events, she put the students in coop-
erative learning groups and entrusted
them with creating  the visual project
“Sequence Snakes.”  She learned about
the alternative means of assessment,
“Sequence Snakes, ” from Vicki Mike
(Horseheads, NY).  It allows teachers to
check for students’  understanding  by
having them create a visual “snake” of
the story’s events in chronological order. 

• She listened to the tape recordings of the
groups’  “snakes”planning discussions.
(This also is an idea from Vicki Mike
which serves to keep students on task and
speaking in the target language.)

• “Hubris” was explained in Spanish, fol-
lowed by students giving examples from
“Dos Caras” in most basic terms.  

• She recalled examples of  hubris from
other stories that students had read in
English, thus giving them a basis of litera-
ture to relate to in their native language.

• At this point she went back over the story
in the target language, citing specific
examples of hubris from the story, elicit-
ing student responses about specific
events.  She reiterated examples which
showed how hubris caused the ultimate
destruction of the protagonist.

• Finally she modeled the types of informa-
tion which were needed to successfully
write an essay.

The students’ travel
along the road to 
a successful writing
experience
• They took notes and asked both their

Spanish and English teachers clarifying
questions about hubris.

• They formed cooperative learning groups
to review the events of the story and then
to make their “Sequence Snakes.”

• Each group had worked with a tape
recorder on their table recording their dis-
cussions in the target language.

• Each group gave an oral presentation and
explanation of its completed “snake.”

• Each student wrote an essay comparing
“Dos Caras” with one of the stories read
in English class. Their  essay needed to
explain how hubris is evident in the two
stories.

I was amazed by the results.  I
believe the students felt “safer”
comparing the story to
previously learned stories in
their native language.  They
seemed more willing to take
greater risks in their essay
writing.

Teacher
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Sample page.
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ASSESSMENT
As a consequence of this learning activity, students discussed the concept of hubris in an intelli-
gent fashion in the target language.  They learned to write well in Spanish and they made the
jump to a higher order of thinking.  The attempt to analyze and compare hubris in two different
literary works which stemmed from varied times and cultures,  increased students’ awareness of
the universality of themes and people.

REFLECTION
Ultimately  my students enjoyed this lesson, although initially, they were
not too excited about “another story.”  However, they became more inter-
ested as the plot progressed and were fascinated by the ending.

☛Assessment

Rubric designed by Elaine Albero Moss, Spanish
teacher and Dean Bushey, mathematics teacher.
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L AT I N
Ch e c k p o i n t A

▲ demonstrate English
awareness

▲ read/understand simple
materials 

LOTE

1

1st, 2nd & 3rd DECLENSIONS

PROCEDURE FOR TURNING
GRAMMAR INTO MUSICAL
PLEASURE:
Students already know how to use the Nominative,
Accusative, and Ablative with certain prepositions.  This les-
son will expand the uses of the Ablative and introduce the
Genitive endings and use.

The teacher:
1. reviews uses of the three cases in question

2. introduces new case (genitive) and makes comparison
to English possessive

3. sings/models the declension songs

4. encourages student sing-along

5. puts students in pairs to practice noun drills.

The students:
1. fill out noun forms as teacher reviews cases

2. take notes on new case (genitive)

3. sing declensions songs with teacher

4. work in pairs completing noun drill forms.

David R. Pellegrino

Pittsford-Mendon High School

Mendon Road

Pittsford, NY 14534

(716) 385-6759

Grade 9
or Level I

(any grade)
The students will use their memo-
rized endings to create Latin
nouns and noun phrases while
they keep in mind the different
uses of the cases.
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REFLECTION
The students really enjoy memorizing the endings when they are put to a song.  It is no longer a
chore.  Since grammar and endings are so key to the understanding of a Latin passage, the stu-
dents are better prepared (because they can remember the endings) to read a connected Latin
passage with complete comprehension.
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Noun Drill Quiz☛Assessment


